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WHEN A NATION CANCELS GOD!

Folks a "BLIND MAN" can see that the Liberals are destroying the "SOUL of OUR NATION"!
The "DEMOCRAT POLITICIANS" are engaged in "ALL OUT WAR" against the "GOD of ALL CREATION"!

I just read the news about a "TRANSGENDER MALE" winning a "Women's Beauty Pageant" in Nevada
State!
Things like this the Holy Bible tells us are evil things that GOD "REALLY HATES"!

I'm "AMAZED" at how quickly AMERICA is of late moving so quickly towards the "ETERNAL FLAMES of
HELL"!
The Bible said in the last days "EVIL" would be called good and "GOOD" called evil while still believing that
"ALL IS WELL"!

The liberal left is now cancelling Dr Seuss books and Looney Tunes characters saying that they
"OFFEND"!
Yet they refuse to "CANCEL" abortion thats killing 3,500 unborn children a day which is the "MOTHER OF
ALL SINS"!

They "CANCEL" and mock every thing that is holy, virtuous, and morally "SOUND"!
They "TRAMPLE THE BIBLE" under their feet, burn it, and stomp it's ashes into the ground!

The Bible says" THE WICKED SHALL BE TURNED INTO HELL AND ALL THE NATIONS THAT FORGET
GOD"!
What we see going on today was foretold ages ago so don't think all this "CHAOS and INSANITY" to be
odd!

Today LIBERAL POLITICIANS will stop at "NOTHING" to destroy every "FREEDOM" that we hold "DEAR"!
The "HAND WRITING" IS ON THE WALL" and the "END" is "VERY NEAR"!

Get ready "CHRISTIANS" because they are about to try to "CANCEL YOU"!
If your Pastor preaches against the Sins described in Romans Chapter One they will accuse your Church
of "HATE CRIMES" on the NATIONAL NEWS!

They will soon set their "SIGHTS" on the Holy Bible and demand "ALL STORES" to stop and discontinue
all Sales of GOD'S WORD!
Pastors who preach against the LGBTQ WAY will be arrested and rounded up like mere "CATTLE IN A
HERD"!

TIC TOCK, TIC TOCK, AMERICA YOU ARE QUICKLY RUNNING OUT OF TIME...

When a Nation "CANCELS GOD", God is going to "CANCEL IT" and "JUDGE IT" for it's "UNGODLY
CRIMES"!

Lewis E. Thomas
As given by God on 3/19/2021

Ref:
Romans Chapter One: all
Psalms 9:17
The wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the nations that forget God.
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